Ageless: The Naked Truth About Bioidentical Hormones by Suzanne Somers

She Has Changed My Life!

Can you really feel better as you get older?

Is aging without illness possible?

Is your own internal fountain of youth waiting to be discovered?
Yes, yes, and YES! says Suzanne Somers, the bestselling author of The Sexy Years. It can all be true when you take advantage of the new science of antiaging medicine—a revolutionary approach to achieving the ageless life.

Suzanne Somers introduced millions of women to bioidentical hormone replacement therapy and changed the way we look at menopause with her groundbreaking book, The Sexy Years, and the overwhelming media response to its publication. Now, in Ageless, Suzanne introduces an inspiring, medically validated approach to reversing the aging process and maintaining a healthy, vibrant, mentally sharp, sexually active life—while building the body’s natural defenses against age-related diseases.

Ageless is jam-packed with new, updated information on bioidentical hormone replacement and antiaging that will change your life forever. Suzanne talks about:

- Antiaging medicine and how it can help work against the environmental assault that is making us sick, including how to detox the body of harmful pollutants and chemicals and strengthen our weakest glands and organs

- Menopause, which can become an enjoyable passage once the body is in perfect hormonal sync with bioidentical hormone replacement therapy

- The dangers of perimenopause and how women can treat it

- Why so many hysterectomies are unnecessary, how birth control pills may have contributed to the rise of hysterectomies, and how to restore your body to perfect hormonal balance after having one

- How andropause is a real condition for men, and how men can lose weight, regain their youthful physiques, and restore health, energy, and sexuality, all through bioidentical HRT
• The importance of sleep and the healing work that nature does during this time to balance hormones and increase energy

In this “antiaging bible,” Suzanne brings together prominent, Western-trained antiaging doctors who are at the forefront of a medical revolution to show how the traditional medical approach is woefully inadequate and outdated. Its standard of care has been to treat all symptoms with drugs, but in Ageless you will find out how this approach does not make us better. With antiaging medicine you can heal your body rather than keep a chronic condition at bay with drugs. Ageless shows you how to keep your “insides” young, and how this manifests on the outside.

What could be better than having your doctor tell you that you have the bones of a twenty-year-old, or the heart of a thirty-year-old? You can be young on the inside if you follow the advice in Ageless. Suzanne reveals the secrets to youthfulness that everyone can achieve and shows us all how to live the ageless life!

How young is your energy?

“The second half of your life can be better than your first half. A better life, a healthier life, a life of youthful energy comes from embracing antiaging medicine, and bioidentical hormone replacement is a big component. . . . The second half of life can be wonderful. I know it because I am living it. This new approach to health gives you back your lean body, shining hair, and thick skin, provided you are eating correctly and exercising in moderation. This new medicine allows your brain to work perfectly and offers the greatest defense against cancer, heart attack, and Alzheimer’s disease. Don’t you want that?” —From the Introduction

Also available as a Random House Large Print Edition
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Personal Review: Ageless: The Naked Truth About Bioidentical Hormones by Suzanne Somers

Clearly many of the readers / posters here who have posted 1 and 2 star rating have NO clue about the HUGE and MAJOR difference between BHRT (Bioidentical Hormone Replacement Therapy) where the hormones are made from plant substance compounds into "bioidentical hormones" that are molecularly IDENTICAL to the body's own hormones - the body literally cannot tell the difference between the two... and that of Big Pharmaceutical company synthetic hormones which only vaguely resemble the hormone that they are trying to mimic!

In fact, it was hilarious to read the one posters ranting that Suzanne was / is "nothing but a spokesman for Big Pharmaceutical companies". Talk about ignorance. The Big Pharma Industry HATES the very idea of BHRT because they cannot / will not provide it! You see BHRT is considered - since it is molecularly identical - a "natural substance" and Bog Pharma can NOT patent "natural substances" (like Vitamin C or Magnesium or Amino Acids from protein... or bioidentical hormones of ANY type!). So there is no financial incentives to make their outrageous, obscene profits by making BHRT available. And that is why they make SYNTHETIC (non bioidentical hormones)forms of hormones available --- and THOSE are the "hormones" (the synthetic ones) that are used in LL of the clinical trials. The FDA does no testing, it simply relies on the testing done by the drug companies. And the drug companies have NEVER done any (expensive) testing on BHRT - and never will. The best sources of information have come from the clinical experiences of hormone replacement therapy doctors who have used BHRT in their practices for decades and have CLINICAL EXPERIENCE in the effects with theirs thousands of patients (today hundreds and hundreds of thousands of men and women are currently on BHRT - with fantastic results.

The key factor is that the BHRT doctor is looking to put hormone levels NOT into some kind of "super high range", but in an OPTIMAL range, something that pretty much duplicates where a normal, very healthy and fit woman or man's hormones would be in the 25 - 35 age range. And to, as much as possible, balance the various hormone ratios.

BTW... Do you take DHEA or Melatonin? Guess what? Both of those are hormones made by the body and your are supplementing your body's lower level of those hormones (which reduce due to illness, certain injuries, but especially aging) by taking OTC (over-the-counter) "bioidentical hormones".

In reading the 1 and 2 star ratings I am really surprised at the immense lack of actual knowledge that I see written by posters!
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